FOR TWO DECADES, LOYAL READERS HAVE KNOWN this magazine as CIRCA. The name of the publication was selected back when the Museum of the Southern Jewish Experience was expanding to become the Institute of Southern Jewish Life. The word “circa” is used frequently in the museum world, on placards and in descriptions of artifacts. It means approximately, roughly, give-or-take, our-best-guess; it generally precedes a date and indicates an estimate of time—as in “menorah, brass, circa 1920.”

Now that the ISL and the MSJE are separate entities, this publication needed a title that spoke more directly to the mission of the Institute. We asked our readers for suggestions and received dozens of delightful name options. We wanted something that reflected the ISL’s southern Jewish identity, our spirit of inclusion and welcome, maybe even with a nod to all the travels we undertake. It was a tall order, but after several rounds of review, the final decision was to go with the name Shalom Y’All.

This name change coincides with several major milestones. This issue is our first of 2018, the year we celebrate the ISL’s 18th anniversary. Throughout our “Chai Celebration” year, we’ll be sharing the stories of the communities with which we partner, the programs we’ve championed, and the impact our board, staff, and partners have had across the region. In this issue, we’re introducing not only a new name but also several new features within the magazine—a spotlight on our former Fellows, now members of the Fellow Alumni Network (FAN), in the Focus on FAN section; board member profiles to help you learn more about the terrific leadership overseeing the ISL; and excerpts from our blog on MyJewishLearning.com, Southern & Jewish.

Shalom has several meanings: Hello, Goodbye, and Peace—or more literally, “Wholeness.” This makes the name even more fitting, as we are always thankful for so many new arrivals, new beginnings, and sometimes some fond farewells as fellowships complete, interns depart, or, as in the case of this very moment, we approach a huge transition. Truly embodying the multi-faceted meaning of shalom, this first issue of the new magazine features the final “President’s Message” from our founder, Macy B. Hart.

We hope you’ll enjoy the new name, the new look, and the new content of Shalom Y’All, while still enjoying the updates and insights you’ve come to expect from CIRCA. We hope you’ll get excited about celebrating the ISL’s 18th year, reading about the hopes, wishes, and memories the board and staff are sharing in honor of this milestone, join us in thanking Macy for everything he’s done for us, and most of all, we hope you’re as committed as we are to continuing this journey together.

Shalom, y’all!
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WELCOME TO
SHALOM Y’ALL
Michele Schipper, CEO

**ONCE UPON A TIME:**
That’s how many of our childhood books began, and there was comfort in the repetition of reciting “once upon a time.” These same stories often ended “And they all lived happily ever after. The End.”

I’d like to share the beginning of another story: The story of the ISJL. “Once upon a time, Macy Hart had a vision. He wanted to create a regional organization to address issues within the Jewish community. So he found some partners to share his vision, rolled up his sleeves, and got to work.”

That’s the beginning. But thank goodness, there’s no end in sight.

The ISJL, as an organization, has a compelling story. And all of us also have a personal story about why we work, volunteer, contribute to the ISJL.

My story is this: I was raised in Jackson, Mississippi. I have a very personal affinity for the work we do here, and especially appreciate the notion that all communities no matter the size are entitled to enriching Jewish experiences. As I grew up, when it came to Judaism I always wanted more – more Jewish programming, more Jewish resources, more of everything. Not just for myself, but for my community. When I was asked to teach religious school when I was a senior in high school, I said yes – but, I was not given a curriculum, and let’s face it, I didn’t put a lot of time into preparation (hello, senioritis!). Those students deserved more, and so did I.

Almost 30 years later, I returned to Jackson to that classroom with a fully scripted curriculum, thanks to the ISJL. I felt confident going into the classroom and teaching children.

The ISJL enriches the lives of so many. On a personal level, I am pleased to know that the oral history interview with my mother, of blessed memory, will live on in the archives of our history department. I have volunteered for the ISJL’s Literacy programs, witnessing firsthand our impact in the larger community. I’ve shared in the joy of the stories told by our traveling rabbis and the communities they visit. I love welcoming visitors from across the nation who come down for our Southern Jewish Heritage tours. My own small hometown congregation in Jackson has access to wonderful speakers, authors, and musicians through the programming department of the ISJL.

Stepping into the role of CEO as the ISJL marks its 18th year is a tremendous honor. There are many nonprofits that don’t survive their early years. It’s not easy to sustain and grow the work of an organization. But thanks to Macy, and the team of support he’s built, we’re still here.

I remember my first time in the ISJL offices, when I interviewed for the COO position in 2007. The staff was half the size it is today. Over the last decade, we’ve had incredible growth and you – our Shalom Y’All readers, program partners, board, staff, and supporters – are a vital part of this growth. I hope you feel the success of the ISJL as if it were your own. And that leads me to my wishes for the ISJL:

1. Our “footprint” map displays colorful dots marking everywhere the ISJL has brought a program. My wish is that the dots increase so much over the next 18 years than the whole map is one big overlapping rainbow.
2. When we introduce people to the ISJL, we often hear: “What are you doing at the ISJL is awesome. I had no idea!” We always smile at that phrase. But I’d prefer that change the comment “I had no idea” to “Keep up the good work.”
3. This year’s story is not ending—and we’re very excited for the next chapter. Please help us continue the story.

**BOARD CHAIR MESSAGE**

Rachel Reagler Schulman
ISL Board Chair

**THIS MILESTONE BIRTHDAY IS THE PERFECT TIME TO PRESENT THE GIFTS WITH THE GIFTS TO CREATE A LEGACY FOR THE FUTURE...**

There are many nonprofits that don’t survive their early years... thanks to Macy, and the team of support he built, we’re still here.
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**THERE ARE MANY NONPROFITS THAT DON’T SURVIVE THEIR EARLY YEARS... THANKS TO MACY, AND THE TEAM OF SUPPORT HE BUILT, WE'RE STILL HERE.**

Part of what made that gift so special is that it memorialized a special milestone time in my life.

Arkansas, a small town where there is no longer any Jewish population at all. It marks my southern Jewish childhood, spent with my family of origin, when I was the child—before life does what it does, and the landscape changed: my family expanded and grew to include my own children, and I became the mother.

Although I received my special ring more years ago than I want to count, it will always remind me of my parents who gave it to me, our family back then, my hometown of Wynne, Arkansas—enough and running eighteen years old.

Gifts and milestone birthdays often go hand-in-hand—which is why that ring is also on my mind as I help celebrate another eighteenth birthday: Happy 18th Birthday to the ISJL!

What will this big birthday mean for our organization? Around the world, people generally consider turning 18 to represent the entry into true adulthood. It’s a time to enjoy more freedoms and take on more responsibility. Many eighteen-year-olds are able to vote, to get married, to serve in their country’s armed forces, to drink alcoholic beverages (except in the United States), and to buy things like cigarettes and lottery tickets.

Well, the ISJL isn’t about students every year. Our rabbinical services support the smallest Southern Jewish communities, officiating lifecycle events and preserving dignity. Our History, Heritage and Interpretation, and Culture Programming departments, share, and celebrate Jewish life. Our Community Engagement Department works to make the entire world a better place. It’s a lot of responsibility, a lot of impact, and it needs a lot of support.

This why each and every gift our donors give is so very important. We ask our donors and supporters to recognize our “chay” year, our 18th birthday year. We ask that you and your family give a gift that the ISJL will have for years to come and will cherish as a legacy gift—no matter your income level, a legacy gift or “planned giving” can help ensure major impact.

We hope you’ll give whatever type of gifts work best for your family. All of your support, and all of our supporters, will be treasured for years to come, like the precious gems you truly are.
I have spent a lot of time trying to compose what I wanted to say in this, my final article as President of the ISJL. Obviously, there are so many people to thank for the success of the ISJL; no one could have achieved all that the ISJL has achieved on their own. There’s our dedicated board, our tremendous staff, all of the Jewish professionals and lay persons who brought their communities to this regional table. We have truly proven that we can better meet the needs of our regional Jewish community if we work together. Our funders and supporters from all over who had the vision to get our unique model and our commitment to “serving the under-served” as well as major metropolitan centers—none of this would be possible without you. And of course I could write volumes about my family, who supported my adventures and big ideas. Everyone included in this paragraph are the heroes who really founded, funded, and continue to sustain this marvelous organization. Thanks, thanks, and even more thanks. I appreciate everything you have all done in the past, and trust you will continue to support the ISJL as I enter into a new role here (because in our eighteen years thus far, we have truly proven that our impact meets important needs, region-wide).

No, I am not retiring from the ISJL. I am simply stepping aside from the primary leadership role, to allow an amazing new leader to take the helm. I am so proud of Michele Feldman Schipper, who will become the second executive to run this incredible organization. Michele truly “gets it”—she grew up in Jackson, was a lifelong Jacobs Camp camper, staffer, and Assistant Director before leading JCCs out on the West Coast. For the past decade as COO, she has connected with ISJL communities and truly built out our mission and impact. Her success here already, and everything she will do in the future, brings me tremendous pride.

As I stated above; No, I am not retiring from the ISJL. Instead, I will be taking a four-month-long sabbatical, a gift from the ISJL Board of Directors, beginning March 1st. I am honored that following that break, I will be able to step into the new role of President Emeritus. I am thrilled that my connection with this amazing entity will continue. As Michele, the board, and the staff continue the vital day-to-day work of the organization, I will pursue a few ISJL “bucket list” items, addressing challenges that I am dying to help solve for both the ISJL and the broader Jewish community.

Stay tuned.

I want to share a few areas that are of vital interest and concern to me—things that are “unfinished business” in my mind as I prepare to leave my founding position. There is still much to accomplish by the ISJL. I would like to invite and reach families, foundations, and organizations that have been touched by the innovation of the ISJL. I want to encourage those entities to take a more active role in sustaining our ongoing work.

One of my disappointments is that I have not succeeded in getting named endowments for departments, staff positions, or ISJL programs. The ISJL is a grassroots organization, and thus funding for long term assurance of the enterprise remains a challenge. The long term viability of the organization is critical. If we can secure more endowed dollars, we can be even more creative and impactful. I want to help raise enough that we can “buyback” some of the time “spent” on development (no pun intended). My hope is that this final message here can serve as a serious request: Please, if you have the ability to fund an ISJL program or project, let’s talk.

Whether you want to make that commitment as a planned gift, family foundation endowment, tax-friendly trust, or whatever works best for you, I mean it: Let’s talk. One need not be a “mega funder” in order to make a truly meaningful legacy gift. You can memorialize a loved one for less than you might think, and honor their memory by directly benefiting other individuals and communities for years to come. Gifts also don’t have to be immediate or lump-sum; they can be made in installments, or timed out for later payment.

As an example: Fully funding our Education Fellowship positions is one of my major goals. In the 2018-2019 school year, we will have 13 staff in that department alone—eleven Education Fellows and two Educators serving more than 70 congregations. As of this summer, we will have more than 50 former Education and Community Engagement Fellows. The impact of this program is tremendous, and to keep it accessible even for schools with only two students, it needs to be supported.

For the past two years, two fellowship positions were designated Lawrence Magdovitz ISJL Education Fellows. We are grateful to the Magdovitz family for honoring Lawrence’s legacy with this meaningful gift. We want all of the Fellowships to bear the names of great leaders like Mr. Magdovitz. We are very excited to be in the final stages of conversations with another family committed to securing one fully funded Fellowship position—endowment—the details of which will be announced soon. Ultimately, we hope for fellowship gifts that offer perpetual support and naming rights; but short-term contracts to honor someone for a year or two are available and accessible now.

On a larger scale, there are the departments themselves. None of the ISJL’s departments yet bear names. I still envision the “Cohen Family Rabbinical Services Department,” the “Golden Family Community Engagement Department,” and so on. I am directly asking that some angels out there in the ISJL world look hard at how the ISJL might have enriched you or your community or your children or grandchildren. Help me and help the ISJL into these next few years by securing the long-term financial viability of the ISJL, honoring your loved ones and helping others’ loved ones all at once through these tremendous naming opportunities.

The ISJL was founded, and still exists, to address at the root, some of the issues facing the Jewish community. I don’t believe in Band-Aids; I believe in long-term cures. There is no peer organization that does everything the ISJL does, on a regional basis. Our organization was created as a model, a laboratory that could be replicated in other parts of the country. That’s another lingering task for me. I fear I have not done a good enough job communicating the concept that the issues we address are not unique to the Southern Jewish community. It’s never been just “us poor southerners” struggling with Jewish engagement, support, connection, and so on. The challenges we tackle are present throughout the American Jewish community (and probably throughout the Jewish world). I want to continue sharing our successful experiment, telling the ISJL story, and encouraging other regions to take this approach to communal life. There are some fantastic geographical coalitions waiting to be created. We can all have more impact, and better serve the entire Jewish community, if we get out of the “us and them” mindset and realize it should all simply be “us.”

L’hitra’ot is a Hebrew phrase we use when we’re leaving an event, going on a vacation, or concluding a phone call. It doesn’t mean “goodbye.” It means “until I see you again.” So please don’t take this message as my farewell, but rather as my see-you-later. There is still work to be done, and I hope I will be part of future announcements soon, sharing news of secured endowments and a more secure future for the ISJL.

After my sabbatical, I will have plenty of time for these conversations. I have some ideas, and I want to hear yours. I look forward to the conversations. You’ll still be able to reach me at hart@isjl.org—so drop me an email, and let’s keep talking.
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**OUR PAST IS OUR FUTURE**

Meet the FAN

By Rachel Stern, MAJE/MJCS

The Education Department’s Wish for The ISJL

Our past is our future. Our past is not for them, and not for us, either. So come. Like attending a particular campus, the Education Fellowship provides for years to end after the two-year fellowship--

working with our former fellows, we decided to launch the Fellow Alumni Network, or FAN. FAN currently includes the 46 former Education Fellows. This summer, its numbers will grow to over 50 with the addition of 2016-2018 Education Fellows, as well as their Community Engagement Fellow colleagues. It’s already an inspiring group of dedicated individuals, poised to continue having an impact.

When we started the Education Fellowship, we knew we were creating something special, important, and even holy about this work. But there was so much more these alumni connections would provide that we didn’t know about yet. When we surveyed our former Fellows, we learned that the former Fellows cherish the experience the Fellowship provides for years to come. Like attending a particular fellowship or performing in a school band, the Fellowship connects all of the former Fellows to each other in a powerful way. In fact, the Fellows developed a personalized hashtag, #onceafellowalwaysafellow. This need to connect and reflect is what brought about the FAN in the first place.

Our Fellows have represented the ISJL so well over the years, making us swell with pride. They continue to make us beam as they serve as Jewish professionals, doctors, lawyers, artists, and businesspeople. Some of them are even senior staff at the ISJL! As they have grown and evolved as professionals, they never forget what they learn in their first full-time job, the many programs they create, or the countless memories of the community members they serve. We knew that bringing this group of former Fellows together would glean something wonderful.

Alumni cohorts are not a new concept. In fact, a growing trend for groups that have experienced intense learning and togetherness is that they want to nurture an ongoing connection. When we were lucky enough to have a donor sponsor the initial gathering, underwriting the former Fellows to each other in a powerful way. In fact, the Fellows formed a personalized hashtag, #onceafellowalwaysafellow. This need to connect and reflect is what brought about the FAN in the first place.
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The Education Department’s Wish for The ISJL

Our wish for our Chai Celebration is that that we will continue to see the FAN grow and evolve and that this notion of “once a Fellow, always a Fellow” will serve this extraordinary group of people in countless ways.
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FOCUS ON FAN: WHERE ARE THEY NOW?  
Alachua, Alli, Beth, and Rachel

We figured one of the best ways to give you a sense of who the former Fellows are and how great a group the FAN truly is, we would spend some time catching up with these alumni and highlighting where they are now and what they’re doing. We’re starting close to home, with former Fellows who still have a direct connection either to Jackson and/or the ISJL. So here’s the update on Alachua, Alli, Beth, and Rachel!

Alachua (Haskins) Nazarenko  
Fellowship: 2013-2015  
Lives in: Jackson, Mississippi  
Post-fellowship: Since finishing her fellowship, Alachua has been quite busy. She began a graduate program through Hebrew College’s low-residency option, and is currently working on her thesis, on track to complete her Master’s in Jewish Education with a specialization in Interfaith Families Jewish Engagement this spring. She also got married, bought a house, and very much to her own surprise, adopted a dog!  
Current connection to the ISJL? Alachua is the ISJL’s Programming Coordinator and Development Associate.

Alli (Goldman) Parshall  
Fellowship: 2009-2011  
Lives in: Jackson, Mississippi  
Post-fellowship: Alli taught at Jim Hill High School in Jackson after completing her fellowship, then spent several years teaching at Maureen Joy Charter School in North Carolina. She recently brought her amazing educator skills back to Mississippi—along with her husband and son. She is working with Republic Charter Schools, and her family recently bought a house. They’re excited to be taking on life’s next adventures back in Jackson.  
Current connection to the ISJL? Alli’s husband Josh is the ISJL’s new Historian (and they first met when they were both on staff at the ISJL, several years back), and Alli is serving as a mentor in the FAN mentorship program for former Fellows.

Rachel Jarman Myers  
(pictured left)  
Fellowship: 2008-2010  
Lives in: Jackson, Mississippi  
Post-fellowship: Since completing her fellowship, Rachel has continued to see an array of projects all the way through. She completed a Master of Arts in Museum Studies from Johns Hopkins University through their low residency graduate degree program while serving as the longtime Museum and Special Projects Director for the ISJL. Rachel achieved so much in her time at the ISJL, even earning the Mississippi Humanities Educator of the Year Award. In 2017, she left the ISJL to become the first Executive Director of the recently opened Museum of Mississippi History.  
Current connection to the ISJL? After working at the ISJL for almost a decade, Rachel is still close to the organization geographically—and is also serving on the board of the Museum of the Southern Jewish Experience, helping them prepare for their future, too.

Beth Kander-Dauphin  
Fellowship: 2003-2005  
Lives in: Chicago, Illinois  
Post-fellowship: Since paving the way as one of the two first Fellows, Beth has earned two graduate degrees (a Master of Social Work from the University of Michigan and a Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing from Mississippi University for Women). She is also married with a daughter, has had several plays published and produced nationwide, serves as the host playwright for the Ashland New Plays Festival in Oregon, and is excited that her trilogy Original Syn was acquired by Owl House Books—the first book in the series hits bookstores this fall!  
Current connection to the ISJL? Beth works remotely as the ISJL’s Director of Communications.

Education
### TASTE OF TORAH

**A Little Nosh of D’Rash**

Throughout 2017 and for the first few months of 2018, we have been honored to have a series of inspiring rabbis and rabbinical students author Taste of Torah blog posts for the ISJL’s weekly exploration of the Torah portion. Here’s an example of these terrific tastes, from current rabbinical student and former ISJL Education Fellow Lex Rofeberg.

**Va-Aaron: The Unsung Hero of Va’era**

Torah Portion: Va’eira, Exodus 6:2-9:35

---

**Va’eira is Brutal.**

There’s no other way to put it. This second Torah portion of the book of Exodus centers around one of the most gut-wrenching elements of the Israelites’ departure from Egypt—God’s plagues. The first seven of the ten occur in Va’eira, as God, Moses, and Aaron attempt to achieve the twin goals of convincing Pharaoh to “let the people go” and demonstrating the superiority of the Israelite God when compared to the gods of Egypt.

God, with the assistance of Moses and Aaron, turns the Nile to blood, introduces the land of Egypt to a wide variety of invasive pests (frogs, lice, and more), brings disease upon livestock, and drenches the land with rain. The land of Egypt, drowning in pestilence and plagues, has been deemed, by God, to be “in Egypt. After each one of these plagues, we learn that Pharaoh’s heart “has hardened”—in certain cases, God is the one who hardens it, while in others, it is possible that Pharaoh hardened his own heart.

Now, rabbis and everyday Jews for a few millennia now have provided their thoughts on the theological dilemmas that arise through this hardening of Pharaoh’s heart. In the past, we may have been one of them. But this week, there’s a different element of the story that catches our eye.

You may have noticed that, in describing the events of this Torah portion, I emphasized four key characters. For some, this might be obvious preference for Jacob over Esau (you know, it’s in the Bible); for others (that’s you, Rebecca, with your more love and affection than your brothers would bow down to him as “Moses’s prophet” (Exodus 7:1). In Genesis, when Joseph dreams that his brothers would bow down to him like a God, they react by throwing him into the pit with no water and then sell him into slavery.[i]

Here, however, the result is quite different. When Aaron learns that he is, in effect, reporting to his brother as a superior—his younger brother at that—he eagerly fulfills what has been asked of him without any complaints.

---

**Example through his clear favoritism of Joseph.**

Moses and Aaron, however, buck this trend. Their relationship early in Exodus is so devoid of drama that we often don’t even think to discuss it, focusing instead on the gory details of the plagues. Today, in our Va’eira narrative, we should look towards Aaron as a shining example of what it means to be a supportive brother. Put yourself in his shoes for a second. You just learned that Moses has been deemed, by God, to be “in God’s stead”—a kind of substitute for God on earth—while you are merely “Moses’s prophet” (Exodus 7:1). In Genesis, when Joseph dreams that his brothers would bow down to him like a God, they react by throwing him into a pit with no water and then sell him into slavery.[i]

But this week, there’s a different element of the story that catches our eye.

---

**Sign up to receive the weekly Taste of Torah right in your email inbox by emailing tasteoftorah@isjl.org or visiting www.isjl.org-taste-of-torah**
CONTINUING THE CULTURAL CELEBRATION
IN “18”
By Alachua Nazarenko

The southern states Jewish Programming Series boasts a vast array of talent. It is filled with Jewish presenters of all types, and as director of this department I am so proud to send them to southern communities, spreading their amazing work and assisting in enriching the southern Jewish cultural landscape. One of my favorite things about my department is that it is always growing and changing; no two years are the same. So, in a big year of big changes for the ISJL, I am taking a look at how the Cultural Programming department has changed, where it is headed this year, and how YOU can take advantage of its offerings in more ways.

The most obvious way that the Cultural Programming department has changed in the last 18 years is through the additions to the roster. The ever-expanding menu of talent is growing rapidly, and I am constantly talking to amazing people from all over the country (and sometimes all over the world!) who are interested in becoming a part of what we do. You might be surprised how intriguing the idea of spending time in the Southern Jewish world is for a lot of people.

As the year goes on, we will post short excerpts of these interviews online, and the full interviews (footage and transcripts) will join the other audio and video interviews in our oral history archives.

The Programming Department’s Wish for The ISJL

Here’s a wish for the ISJL and all of you: I wish for us to work with even more communities! As we at the ISJL go about planning a year of celebration, I hope that you consider the ways in which the ISJL Programming Department can contribute to your celebrations this year – whether it is a holiday, a congregational milestone, a Shabbaton, a film festival, or one of the countless other community celebrations. As we plan celebratory events for our organization, it is my birthday wish for the ISJL that we can continue to find new ways to enhance your celebrations as well. Thank you for letting us be a part of your special moments.

The History Department’s Wish for The ISJL

In the next year, I want to visit your community! I will be traveling to Florida for research, of course, but I am also available for lectures, scholar-in-residence weekends, and other historical programs across the region. The History Department’s work is most rewarding when I can speak directly to local communities, hear firsthand about Jewish experiences in the South, and help make southern Jewish history relevant in the present. I’m ready to speak on a variety of topics, so please reach out if this is an opportunity that your community might be interested in; drop me a line anytime at parshall@isjl.org.

A Look at the Roster and More with Joe Buchanan

The ISJL Performing Artist Joe Buchanan

I am so proud to send them to southern communities, spreading their amazing work and assisting in enriching the southern Jewish cultural landscape. One of my favorite things about my department is that it is always growing and changing; no two years are the same. So, in a big year of big changes for the ISJL, I am taking a look at how the Cultural Programming department has changed, where it is headed this year, and how YOU can take advantage of its offerings in more ways.

The most obvious way that the Cultural Programming department has changed in the last 18 years is through the additions to the roster. The ever-expanding menu of talent is growing rapidly, and I am constantly talking to amazing people from all over the country (and sometimes all over the world!) who are interested in becoming a part of what we do. You might be surprised how intriguing the idea of spending time in the Southern Jewish world is for a lot of people.

As the year goes on, we will post short excerpts of these interviews online, and the full interviews (footage and transcripts) will join the other audio and video interviews in our oral history archives.

The Programming Department’s Wish for The ISJL

Here’s a wish for the ISJL and all of you: I wish for us to work with even more communities! As we at the ISJL go about planning a year of celebration, I hope that you consider the ways in which the ISJL Programming Department can contribute to your celebrations this year – whether it is a holiday, a congregational milestone, a Shabbaton, a film festival, or one of the countless other community celebrations. As we plan celebratory events for our organization, it is my birthday wish for the ISJL that we can continue to find new ways to enhance your celebrations as well. Thank you for letting us be a part of your special moments.

The History Department’s Wish for The ISJL

In the next year, I want to visit your community! I will be traveling to Florida for research, of course, but I am also available for lectures, scholar-in-residence weekends, and other historical programs across the region. The History Department’s work is most rewarding when I can speak directly to local communities, hear firsthand about Jewish experiences in the South, and help make southern Jewish history relevant in the present. I’m ready to speak on a variety of topics, so please reach out if this is an opportunity that your community might be interested in; drop me a line anytime at parshall@isjl.org.
HERE AT THE ISJL, WE TALK a lot about memory. Memories of childhood, of holidays spent with family, of things we learned in school, of moments that changed our perspectives. But we also talk about institutional memory — the key moments in the ISJL’s past that made us who we are.

The Department of Heritage and Interpretation is steeped in these memories. It’s sort of the oldest department at the ISJL, because it began with the Museum of the Southern Jewish Experience at Henry S. Jacobs Camp in 1986. But it’s also our newest department, with a newly minted department head and a new title inspired by current developments.

Much remains the same: The department manages our Jewish Immigrant Experience Traveling Trunks, sends groups on Southern Jewish Heritage Tours and Alternative Break trips, proudly stewards the ISJL Jewish Immigrant Experience Traveling Trunks will travel to more states throughout our region, with an expanded curriculum that includes oral history materials and an entire lesson that affirms the relevance of the past in contemporary global immigration challenges. Our program of Southern Jewish Heritage Tours is also expanding, with itineraries that give potential visitors options to travel throughout our entire region.

At the same time, we’re strengthening partnerships in Mississippi so that our tour program can continue to be robust and meaningful for all involved.

As this edition of Shalom Y’All goes to press, we are soliciting bids from contractors to begin work on building a ramp for wheelchair access to Temple B’nai Israel in Natchez, Mississippi. The ramp should be complete in the summer of 2018, and will mark the first phase of our ongoing renovation process. With enough funding, we plan to completely refurbish the HVAC and electrical systems in the temple, install an elevator and update exhibits telling the story of Natchez’s Jewish community.

While construction is still underway, I’m excited to be directing a staged reading of Mark Twain’s The Diaries of Adam and Eve in Temple B’nai Israel, the first of many innovative programs that will take place in the space in the years to come. Follow the ISJL on social media and check our website for details — we’d love to see you in Natchez in May for the performance!

We are also looking forward to welcoming our summer interns at the end of May 2018. They will contribute toward our current programs while developing projects and skills of their own. Internships in cultural heritage prepare the next generation of heritage professionals to succeed in their diverse and challenging careers.

Perhaps most excitingly, we are launching a collaborative, multimedia art project to celebrate the ISJL’s Chai Celebration year: Picturing Southern Jewish Life. What does your southern Jewish experience look like? By sharing photos and creating collages that capture southern and Jewish identity, partner communities will come together to celebrate heritage and the arts. We’ll take those images and turn them into online image galleries, prints, and maybe even a book.

We wish for full funding to renovate and restore Temple B’nai Israel in Natchez, Mississippi, a building the ISJL has managed for more than twenty years. To learn more and to donate to the capital campaign, visit templebnbaisraelnatchez.org or email Director of Heritage and Interpretation Nora Katz at nkatz@isjl.org.

Do you have ideas for heritage programs in the Jewish south? Are you interested in hosting the Jewish Immigrant Experience Traveling Trunk or scheduling a Southern Jewish Heritage Tour? Do you want to support renovation and restoration efforts at Temple B’nai Israel? Are you interested in participating in the Picturing Southern Jewish Life project? Get in touch: nkatz@isjl.org.
ONE OF THE LESSONS WE are taught in the Tallmid (Kiddushin 29a) is that it is the responsibility of a parent to teach their child to swim, because their survival could very well depend on it. Similarly, we believe that it is our responsibility to teach people to read and to love books, because once again, their survival could very well depend on it. This is why we advocate for and actively engage in improving literacy skills throughout our community. There is power in the written and spoken word, and providing the opportunity to harness that power is a significant form of tzedakah (righteousness).

We’ve featured two of our literacy initiatives in previous articles here: Read, Lead, Succeed and Literacy Achievement Bonanza (LAB). In the fall of 2017, we launched our third literacy program, Our Reading Family. This program continues our work improving the literacy skills for struggling students but adds one significant factor: the family.

Many of our students feel disconnected from what is happening in their child’s education. All too often, they are told their child is struggling, but are not invited into the process of addressing the issue, or provided with the resources to do so. Our Reading Family (ORF) works to empower families. They learn how to be a part of the intervention process and at the same time explore how amazingly fun reading can be.

Our current partnership is with the local library system. In October, we were able to provide this program to 15 families. The program consists of six consecutive Saturday sessions. During each four-hour-long session, children spent time on intensive reading interventions and engaging in fun literacy activities, while their parents/guardians spent part of their time working with their children and the rest of the time exploring resources available to them, engaging with experts in a variety of relevant fields, and learning about current issues pertaining to their child’s education.

For most of human history, our traditions were passed down by word of mouth. In Judaism, these traditions gained new meaning when they were written down. Similarly, in the process of recording some of their own family history and traditions, our adult participants discovered a token of their own memories in each shared story. They found themselves sharing beautiful descriptions of lavish breakfasts—before Chanukah, the first time they showed the neighborhood boys that yes, a girl can play basketball, and the guilt of marching around a muddy lawn in Mama’s Sunday heels. Having taken the time to put these memories on paper, they have ensured that their children will get to read something even more special than the books they came to love: stories of their own family.

As we teach, we also get to learn from the participants. Each time we got together, the parents and grandparents discussed their personal experiences involving health, voting, and advocating for their children with our guest speakers. With the students, we revisited familiar stories like Clifford the Big Red Dog through the perspective of a child hearing it for the first time. We got to see the children sound out letters and blend those letters into words and realize that they know exactly what they’re doing. In one writing activity, the students shared about their families’ traditions and took the time to ensure every letter was formed perfectly so that their parents would be able to read it. The ISJL staff and volunteers gained at least as much as we gave over the course of this pilot program!

As with all our Jewish values, it is not enough to simply enact them within Jewish circles. Jews also have a responsibility to seek meaningful interaction with the larger community. In sharing our knowledge of and passion for literacy, we continuously expanding ORF--and we would love to bring the initiative to your community. Our Reading Family can take place at a library, or in your synagogue, school, community center, a local church—the list goes on and on. The program is designed so that you do not need to be a literacy expert to run this program. If you are looking for a new way to engage with your community, this program is available to you. (There’s a great picture from ORF on page 3!)

The Community Engagement Department’s Wish for the ISJL

Happy birthday, ISJL! We are so proud of you on your 18th anniversary of amazing programming! Our wish is that this innovative organization continues to have the opportunity to work with partners around the South so that they are empowered to build partnerships with their communities.

The ISJL is overseen by a dynamic, nationally-comprised Board of Directors. Most (although not all!) of our board members have Southern Jewish roots. But from New York to Los Angeles and Chicago to Houston, they live all over. They are united by their commitment to our communities, and all believe that big or small, all Jewish communities deserve support and resources.

We want you to get to know and be inspired by our board members, so we’re devoting a new section of Shalom Y’All to help you “Meet the Board.” We’re starting with two board members committed to the legacy giving aspect of the ISJL, one of our development focuses in 2018. Meet Joe and Charlett!

Charlett Frumin

Originally from Shreveport, Louisiana, Charlett Frumin now calls Houston home. When she and her husband Marshall aren’t spending time with their grandchildren or visiting friends near and far, both are committed to supporting their Jewish community. For Charlett, it’s a question of legacy—honoring what her parents did for her, and providing a model for her children and their children.

Commitment to Jewish causes certainly runs in the family; Charlett’s daughter, Dori Frumin Kirshner, is the Director of MATAN, a Jewish education, access, and advocacy nonprofit. Before joining the Board of Directors, Charlett worked as the ISJL’s Houston Area representative. Now, as a member of the board, Charlett continues to advocate for the long-term sustainability of the organization. She speaks eloquently of her Ethical Will, and using the development of the document to spark conversations with her children about what truly matters to her. Charlett’s wish for the ISJL is that all of their supporters and potential supporters will engage in similar conversations, clearly identifying what they value and communicating how and why they want to support what they hold dear.

Joe Herzog

Joe Herzog’s Southern roots run deep—he is a Louisiana boy born and raised in a family that farms from Meridian, Mississippi. Joe has known about the ISJL since its earliest days, due to knowing its founder for more years than either of them care to count: A former President of the Southern region (SoFTY) of the North American Federation of Temple Youth (NFTY), he worked closely with another Mississippi boy named Macy B. Hart, who helped reinforce Joe’s continued Southern and Jewish focus. A proud Vanderbilt University graduate, Joe also went on to earn an MBA in International Business from the University of Dallas. As Vice President of Government Business Development for Travelport, Joe lived for many years in Washington, D.C. But recently, he and his wife Candace fulfilled a lifelong dream and moved to a farm outside the city. When not working, or running the farm, or spending time with his lovely wife and daughter, Joe manages to make time for the volunteer projects and Jewish communal endeavors he’s passionate about. For the past two years, Joe has chaired the Development Committee. Establishing a Planned Giving strategy for the organization has been his key focus area in that role. Joe’s wish for the ISJL is that more folks will include the organization in their planned giving, and ensure that the impact of the Institute will continue in perpetuity.
18 YEARS OF THE ISJL

Here is one memory from every year along our journey so far. It was hard to pick just one moment to mark each year! All year long, we would love to share memories with you. Visit our Facebook page to share your ISJL memories!

2000
First CIRCA Cover

2001
Stuart Rockoff hired as Historian

2002
Jewish Cinema South helps film festivals launch across the region.

2003
A huge year for the ISJL with debut of the Education and Rabbinical Departments and first Education Conference

2004
Encyclopedia of Southern Jewish Communities gets rolling

2005
Rachel Stern joins the ISJL team full time as Director of Education

2006
Rabbi Debra Kassoff completes her three year term as the ISJL's first Director of Rabbinical Services

2007
The Helzner Trio performed for communities still rebuilding after Hurricane Katrina

2008
State Sen. David Blount presents Macy B. Hart with a Resolution commending his award from the Foundation for Jewish Culture

2009
Malkie Schwartz becomes the ISJL’s first Director of Community Engagement

2010
Rabbi Marshal Klaven visited dozens of communities

2011
The Education Program continues to grow

2012
TAP wins Kids Count Award from Annie E. Casey Foundation

2013
The ISIL Linda Pinkus Memorial Labyrinth travels to its first communities

2014
Program Partner for Freedom Summer 50th

2015
We keep adding states to the Traveling Trunk

2016
Summer Orientation keeps getting bigger

2017
The Passover Pilgrimage now includes 3 Rabbis traveling across the South

2018
As programs like LAB grow, we are excited for the future!
Contributions & Pledges

THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTERS

In these pages, you can see the impact our education, history, heritage and interpretation, cultural, community engagement and rabbinic programs have on thousands of people just like you. With deep appreciation, the Goldring/Woldenberg Institute of Southern Jewish Life extends thanks to everyone who made a contribution or pledge from January 1 - December 31, 2017 to enable our important work.
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The Rosalinde & Arthur Gilbert Foundation
Goldring Family Foundation
Jim Joseph Foundation
W. K. Kellogg Foundation
The Marcus Foundation, Inc.
Lawrence Magdovitz z”l
Charles & Lynn Schusterman Family Foundation
Woldenberg Foundation
Anne & Henry Zarrow Foundation
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Soref-Breslauer Texas Foundation
Dr. Laura Corman
Community Foundation of Greater Jackson
Mr. & Mrs. Clay Crystal
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Mr. & Mrs. Alan Dreeben
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The Diane P. & Paul Guilford Glazer Fund
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Jewish Federation of Central Alabama
Meyer & Ida Gordon Foundation
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Mr. & Mrs. Harold L. Abrams
Anonymous
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Mr. & Mrs. James Ernestauer
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Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Canizaro
Mr. & Mrs. Marty Davidson
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Mr. & Mrs. Michael Goldberg
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene Grant
Susan & Mike B. Hart
Mr. & Mrs. Joe Herzog
Mr. & Mrs. Jay Hesdorffer
Mr. & Mrs. Doug Hertz
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Huiebscher
Junior League of Jackson
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Kanter
Joshua Landes
Leifer Family Fund
Stuart Leviton
Mr. & Mrs. Morris Lewis
Steve Lobovsky & Sue Berman
Alan Jackle, & Josh Lurie
Meyer Family - Margaret, Helen, Marie, & Harold Meyer
Monica & Alex Miller
Mr. & Mrs. Scott Miller
Mr. & Mrs. Leon Rittenberg, III
Dr. Robert Rouby & Lisa Brachman
Joseph & Sally Handelman Charitable Foundation - Dr. & Mrs. Robert G. Siddoﬀ
Mr. & Mrs. Spencer Simons
Dr. & Mrs. Rick Streifker
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Stein, Jr.
Stevie Strong
Bz & Jay Tanenbaum
Dan Weinbaum
Mary Wiener & Sandy Cohen

$1,000 - $4,999
Martin Abrams
Mrs. Peter K. Baumgarten
Mrs. Alan Brown
Cheryl Brownstein & Jane Thompson
Cahn Family Foundation, Inc.
Central Synagogue,
New York, NY
Congregation Beth Shalom, Auburn, AL
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Cooper
Debrah Jewish Open
Golf Tournament
Dr. Allen & Jennifer Deutsch
Mr. & Mrs. Marvin Edelson
Ilene Engel & Robert Arotsky
Arnold Feinstein
Mr. & Mrs. Irving Feldman
Arty & Amy Finkelberg
Ann C. Fishman
Mr. & Mrs. Albert Fraenkel
Mr. & Mrs. Francis Fraenkel
Mr. & Mrs. Alan Franco
Mr. & Mrs. JIM. Fried, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. David Friedman
Kathy Friedman
Mr. & Mrs. Lowell J. Friedman
Dr. Robert & Marline Garnett
Mr. & Mrs. Alan J. Gold
Sally & Dan Gordon
Mr. & Mrs. Oscar Goldberg
Dr. & Mrs. Fred Guidry
Elaine & Michael Gutenberg
Mr. & Mrs. Maury Harris
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen J. Heyman
Mr. Marcus Hirsch
Mr. & Mrs. Rocky Horovitz
Dr. & Mrs. Gary Hurwitz
Jackson Jewish Federation, Jackson, MS
Jewish Federation of Greater New Orleans, LA
Honorable & Mrs. Jacob Karno
Leo Kayser, III
Mr. & Mrs. Cary A. Kopolin
Mr. & Mrs. Keith Levinston
Dr. & Mrs. Julius C. Levy, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Peter J. Malkin
Mr. & Mrs. Edgar Marx, Sr.
Mrs. Charlotte Meyer, Jr.
Gerald W. Miller
Julia Miller
Dr. Jonathan & Betty Millman
Mr. & Mrs. Morris F. Mintz
Mrs. Saul A. Mintz
Myron & Argeta Kolusz
James Rosen Charitable Foundation
Roger Ogden
Mr. & Mrs. Billy Ogrel
Mr. & Mrs. Steve Orlinsky
Mr. & Mrs. Joe Pasternack, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Mark Posner
David & Karen Reagler
Fredric G. Reynolds
Mr. & Mrs. Bert Romberg
Rabbi & Mrs. Jack Romberg
Ann J. Rubin
Mr. & Mrs. Julian D. Saul
Michele & Ken Schipper
Dr. & Mrs. Carl Schumlen
Dr. Stuart Schneider
Mr. & Mrs. David Schulman
Betty Sheonick
Mr. & Mrs. William Stiezer
Lafe Solomon & Catherine Crockett
Allan Stein & Mr. Gussack
Arthur L. Stern, III
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Stoller
B.J. Tanenbaum
Temple Israel, Jonesboro, AR
Tri-City Jewish Fund,
Petersburg, VA
Alyse Michelle Wagner
Mrs. Benno Waller
Dolores Wilkenfeld
Mr. & Mrs. Joe Williams
Carol B. Wise
Marvin Wolf

$500 - $999
Mr. & Mrs. Hinschel Abelson
Bill & Isi Aron
Mrs. James Banks
Nancy M. Berman & Alan J. Bloch
Beth Israel Sisterhood, Jackson, MS
Mr. & Mrs. Braim, Arnold
Mr. & Mrs. Leon Dreyfus
CENA United Jewish Communities
Nancy & Henry Chajet
Congregation Beth Israel, Gulfport, MS
Melanie & Will Dann
Mr. & Mrs. Allan Donn
The Sharna & Irvin Frank Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. I. Kent Friedman
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph A. Greache
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas Gilstrap
Ted Glaub
Dr. & Mrs. Larry Goldstein
Mr. & Mrs. Harold Heaster
Michael Honan & Roxanne Traveluate
Dr. & Mrs. Howard Hurtig
Dr. & Mrs. Ben F. Jacobs, III
Jewish Federation of Arkansas
Jewish Federation of Columbus, GA
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Kahn, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Albert Klein
Linda Heller Kamn
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Klinn, II
Mr. & Mrs. Herman Kahn
S. Kohlmeyer, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Charles G. Kornbluth
Dr. & Mrs. Mark Konikoff
Dr. & Mrs. Howard Kolodney
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Konkoff
Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Landers
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Legum
Mr. Albert J. Leveck
Mr. & Mrs. Chuck Lisner
Amy Lie & Andy Rittenberg
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur L. Litman
Mrs. Richard Lowenburg

Your contributions keep our programs going strong.

Thank you, donors, for being part of the ISJL family!
IN BLESSED MEMORY OF:

Sam & Lolly Abrams
Susan Abrams Horowitz & Rocky Horowitz
Abie Barkowitz
Gary Barkowitz & Ellen O’Kelley
Lynn Crystal
Betty C. Crystal
Pete Cavert
Imogene Berman, Paul
Bruce & Linda Beeber
Ellis Hart
Edward Grauman
William Gotthelf
Beatrice Gotthelf & Harold Gotthelf, Jr.
Neil & Susan Sandler
David & Shirley Orlansky
Marshall & Charlett Frumin
The Kander-Dauphin Family
Bill Gordon
Dorrit Friedlander
Darren & Michele Cubell
Richard Cubell & Rocky Horowitz
Bonnie Capes
Lewis & Family
Imogene Berman, Paul
Walter I. Berman, MD
Lewis & Family
Imogene Berman, Paul
Walter I. Berman, MD
Lewis & Family
Flo Berman
Imogene Berman, Paul
Lewis & Family
Max Berman, MD
Imogene Berman, Paul
Lewis & Family
Walter I. Berman, MD
Imogene Berman, Paul
Lewis & Family
Richard Cahill
Darren & Michele Cubell
Dorit Friedlander
Bettie Minnette Cooper
Bill Gordon
The Kander-Dauphin Family
Eleanor & Albert Frankel II
Margaret & Charlett Frumin
David & Shirley Orlansky
Neil & Susan Sandler
Herald Gotttehr, Jr.
Beatrice Gotttehr & William Gotttehr
Edward Goodman
Harvey & Ann Tettelbaum
Ellis Hart
Bruce & Linda Beeber
Imogene Berman, Paul
Lewis & Family
Pete Cavert
Betty C. Crystal
Lynn Crystal
Susan & Allan Donn
Nancy & Ike Eberstein
Joseph Engelman & Debra Murvov
Rachelle Geiger
Susan & Marc Goldberg
Marietta & Jay Hesdorffer
Hank Holmes
Dr. Ben & Augusta Jacobs
Dr. & Mrs. Edward H. Karoskin
Diana & Bill Lerner
Faye & Robert Levin
Hannah & Will Martin
Helena & Harold Meyer, Jr.
Richard & Amy Miller
Judji & David Mink
Larry & Naomi Orlansky
Linda, Mark, Joshua, Aaron,
& Rachel Posner
Amy & Gerry Printz
Judy & Philip Russ
Neil & Susan Sandler
Lynda Shamblum
Judy & Jack Shorter
Jane Slotin
Al & Donna Tanenbaum
Bz & Jay Tanenbaum
Raquel Tenen
Muriel Turner
Mary Wiener & Sandy Cohen
Jane & Elliott Volles
Rabbi Brian Zimmerman
Adine Holland
Libby Marvis
Bess & George Hurtig
Bonnie Hurttig & Bill van Hees
Yvonne & Charles Itzig
Dr. Charles Itzig, Jr.
Marion Kaplan
Philip & Ruth Kaplan
Julius King
Esther King
Ed Kissman
Dr. & Mrs. Nathan Goldstein, III
Betty Lee Lamensdorf
David Powers & Bettie Cox
Estee Levine
Yvonne Stephan
Vivian Murav
Christy & Jane Gray
Freda & Morris Lewis
Gerald W Miller
Julia L. Miller
Scott & Julie Miller
Eleanor Bell Light
Laurie Dworkin & John Bell
Molly Mednikow
Barbara Kabakoff
Helen Meyer
Laurie Dworkin & John Bell
Alvin Netter
Laurie Dworkin & John Bell
Celeste & D.H. Orkin
Lynn Koff
Jack E. Pessers
Renee Pesserso
Herman M. Popkin
Rodger & Maryann Popkin
Betty Margolin Robinson
Barbara Kabakoff
Ruby Rosen
Rachelle Geiger
Joseph Rosenzweig
Richard J. Greenfield & Nancy Greenfield
Gerald W Miller
Julia L. Miller
Scott & Julie Miller
Esther & Gary Pulland
Linda & Mark Posner
Debbie and David Rosenthal
Leanne & Alan Silverblatt
Jane Slotin
Leah & Eric Tenen
Rhoda Herzog
Alice & James Gordon
The Abram Kaplan Family
Sara Speer Seiber
Ben Lamensdorf
Wood & Lynn Eastland
David Powers & Bettie Cox
Perry Lewis
Alan & Brenda Lewis
Becky May
Prof. Libby Brateman
Scott Miller
Gerald W Miller
Julia L. Miller
Lindsey B. Miller
Julie A. Miller
Hope S. Miller
Robert Steinfeind
Rachel Myers
Mimi & John Engel
Rabbi Ellen Nemhauser
Congregation Beth Israel, Gulport, MS
Dr. Josh Porshart
Madeleine Cohen, In Geveb: A Journal of Yiddish Studies
Elise Schipper
Micha & Ken Schipper
Levi Morris
Vivian Murov
Yvonne Stephan
Shani Spilav
Edward & Rachel Cusnie
James Paul Stephan
Yvonne Stephan
Michael Styer
Thomas Styer
Fla & Simon Streffler
Sandy Streffler Schwarz
Elaine Van der Linden
Van der Linden Family
Foundation
Sieglinde Weiss
David Weiss
Nicole L. Wintery
Debbie & Ken Wintary
Brian Wunderman
Belia & Sandy Spiegelman
Dr. Robert Yudel
Rabbi Stanley & Ivy Relkin
Dr. Robert Yudel
Rabbi Stanley & Ivy Relkin
Dr. Robert Yudel
Rabbi Stanley & Ivy Relkin
Macy B. Hart
Terry & Bert Romberg
Leah R. Harrison
Terry & Bert Romberg
Mary B. Hart
Isa & Bill Aron
Neil & Laurie Dubin
Alan & Diane Franco
Rachelle Geiger
Susan & Mark Glazer
Susan & Marc Goldberg
Barbara Kabakoff
Richard B. Levine
Leah R. Harrison
Terry & Bert Romberg
Mary B. Hart
Isa & Bill Aron
Neil & Laurie Dubin
Alan & Diane Franco
Rachel Geiger
Susan & Mark Glazer
Susan & Marc Goldberg
Barbara Kabakoff
Richard B. Levine
Ira Berkower & Jackie Levinson
IN HONOR OF:

Dr. Lauren Antler
Robert & Carol Antler
Rabbi Andy Bachman
Temple Israel, Jonesboro, AR
Marvise Meyer Bell
Bell Family
Br’inz Zion Congregation,
Shevitz, M.
Judith & Rodney Grunes
Richard Brint
Dr. Leon J. Marks
Talisa Buxbaum’s Bat Mitzvah
Marge & Dick Buxbaum
Susan Raphael Colman
Harriyln & Charles Saliss
Rabbi Matt Dreffin
Temple B’rith Israel, Natchez, MS
Irv Feldman
Micha & Ken Schipper
Pace Finn
Nancy & Fred Guidry
Diane & Alan Franco
Lisa & Chip Boardman
Mr. & Mrs. J.M. Fried
Mary Jo Gunde
Rabbi & Mrs. J.M. Fried
Mary Jo Gunde
Ann G. Gerache
Katherine E. Friedman
Lea R. Ginsberg
Mrs. Barbara & Leon Minsky
Mike & G. Gold’s Birthday
Ellen & Steven Hirsch
Jeff Goldstein
Richard & Isabel Goldstein
For the recovery of
Karen Harborg
Maxwell Lyons, Ill
Leah R. Harrison
Terry & Bert Romberg
Mary B. Hart
Isa & Bill Aron
Neil & Laurie Dubin
Alan & Diane Franco
Rachelle Geiger
Susan & Mark Glazer
Susan & Marc Goldberg
Barbara Kabakoff
Richard B. Levine
Ina Berkower & Jackie Levinson
Thank you!
Celebrate our Chai year with us by joining our Chai Club!

To give, visit www.isjl.org/donate, call 601-362-6357, or mail your donation to ISJL, P.O. Box 16528, Jackson, MS 39236.

Thank you!